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Miss Gross Materialism

— Richard Oberbruner

Miss Gross Materialism,
after securing pageant victory
with an outrageous sales pitch song
from a handstand where she just about
popped out of her bikini to the salacious
wishes of every corporate orgasmic judge in
televised America, is on display this week at the
mall, where her unfettered profit glory entices girls
of all ages to mimic award-winning style with hour glass
curvature grace and a war paint mouth that can shoot down
Apache attack helicopters with adjectives once asleep in dinosaur
thesauruses as teenage boys discover the fish tails in their loins that
sat dormant like fossils since birth until the call of the consumer wild hit
home in the caves of their immature beings, which is why they buy cars and cruise
ad nauseam to give themselves the miles and miles of attention they so deeply deserve.